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ON Giv11)UAI1 RESEARCH AND STUDY

by

Elissa De Barone

Much has been written about: the various aspects
of graduate study. Though the articles are well-
defined and clear and the authors articulate, their
view is solely that of an observer. Due to that
limited function, this article is written as a means
of adding participation to the role of critic. There-
fore, the sacred objectivity which most of the aca-
demia seek is thereby supplemented. As a graduate
student at the University of Georgia I feel I can lay
claim to be both a participant/observer in the field
of graduate studies and research in speech communica-
tion.

Graduate school may be viewed as both the be-
ginning and the end. It is quite obviously the end
of a long undergraduate path that is filled with many
pleasant memories, painstakingly difficult required
courses, exciting electives, good and not-so-good
professors, times of high pressure and extreme bore-
dom. It is also the beginning of a road for the
elite. Before gaining entrance, G.R.E.'s, Miller
analogies and verbal aptitude tests must be taken.
VITA sheets must be sent and when possible, inter-
views are highly recommended.

The difficulty with entrance into this society
at the graduate level is that it requires the main-
tenance of distant-ness. As a student one is involved
with individual study, isolated papers, long hours of
solitude in the library. Frequently, one might side
with Hazlitt who said, "It is better to be able neither
to read nor write than be able to do nothing else."1
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Your social ti fu is limited as Lou begin to focus on
your area ,f interest professionally. Most anticipate
the work load but: few find the adjustment easy. Huxley
said that "Perhaps the most valuable result of all
education Is the ability to make yourself do the cling
you have to do, when'it ought: to be done, whether you
like it or not :; it is the first: lesson that ought to
be learned; and however early a man's training begins,
it is probably the last lesson that he learns thorough-
ly."2

Berquist. mentions that the main criteria for
choosing a doctoral program are "prominence of staff
members in your chosen field, financial assistance
offered by the university, recoinmenciat ions of prior
instructors, ILeographic proximity of university to
your home, quality cif instructional staff in special-
ized area, personal contact with staff members at: con-
ventions, opportunity for exposure to new professors
and new ideas, Oegree-granting institution of your
major professor, opportunity to combine master's and
doctoral requirements at: the same institution, family
financial support in university area, doctoral study
not offered in your area of interest at master's insti-
tution, laboratory resources, number of doctorates
granted in this particular department, ability to do
entire doctoral program in summe:s without taking
leave of ahscnce."1 Many of the same ideas pass
through the minds of those entering graduate school
on the M.A. level. A total of 15 criteria can make
the mind boggle, let alone cause a virtiginous effect
on the student as he tries desperately to juggle them
and maintain a degree of homeostasis!

In addition to why the graduate student does
choose a particular place for study there are other
areas that lie feels should be the criteria h which
his choice should have been judged, should have been
chosen. Initially, he is in a constant state of con-
flict often asking himself, "Did I do the right thing?",

"Should I have gone elsewhere:"
Thus far the c.,mments have revolved around a
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graduate program in general. What is nnique or at
least characteristic to the field of speech cmmsini-
cation? As thu name implies, a broader or a narrower
view may be taken. In paint, this accots for the
divergence of programs offered by various universi-
ties. Quite a few schools have undergraduate programs
that are well entrenched in the disciplines centered
around rhetoric and public address. Some also have
a beginning course that may emphasize interpersonal.
Others try to incorporate some e8tracurricular acti-
vities such as debate and oral interpretation. Yt,
others have actual programs in individual events and
debate. Hopefully, these programs starc.ed in under-
graduate school, would have their logical continuation
and completion within graduate school. Here Is where
the problem develops. Plato said, "The direction in
which education starts a man will determine his future
life."4 However, it is ironic that the education
that once sparked an interest m14,ht be by necessity
the same interest area that smolders it. The scope
of courses offered within a graduate program is highly
selective and narrows to the point of possible suffo-
cation of many interest areas once developed but no
longer pertinent in .4raduate school that are still
tor all logical purposes, part of the field of speech.
Hence, the student, though well informed on the vari-
ous courses offered by his school, may find himself
entering graduate school with little: background in
this new emphasis area.

Like other disciplines we arc asked to assess
our value, structure and our scope. Mortensen echoes
uzafor Sherif in saying that small group work is
"disjointed and incoherent. "5 Carpenter and MeLuhan
tell us that "without an understanding of media gram-
mars, we cannot hope to achieve a contemporary aware-
ness of the world in which we live. 116

T hey tell us
that the aim of education as well as that of their
anthology is "t, develop an awareness about print
and the newer technologies of communication so that
we can orchestrate them, minimize their mutual
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frustrations and clashes, and get the best out of
each in the educational processes. "7 Eisenberg aad
Smith inform us that "until recent years, the study
of communication has been marked by a disparity be-
tween formal and experiential knowledge." 0 Professors
Eisenberg and Smith tell us to include the nonverbal
as well as the verbal in our analysis. And so the
line is extended as the names become fused whi4 the
message becomes clearer. Professor A tells us to take
a look at persuasion. Professor a chides us that
rhetorical analysis is the forerunner for both depth
and scope within the field. Professor C evaluates
the literature available on any topic and finds the
field less than fertile. When the pros publicize
their confusion and skepticism about the present state
of the field what can you expect from someone just
entering its realm? Isn't this attitude bound to be
reflected and internalized by the graduate student?

Another problem that plagues the graduate student
is the real world outside. tall it be ready for him
when he is ready for it? What are the possibilities
for job opportunities? In an age when many depart-
ments are asked to consistently justify their programs
in terms of money output, positions are on the decrease
and certain fields seem very much on the wane. Dis-
enheartened and disenchanted, many graduate students
opt for continuing education in other fields -- politi-
cal science, sociology, psychology and with great fre-
quency -- law.

However, some of us still plug along, doing what
we hope we do best, actively seeking answers to ques-
tions that keep us motivated, keep us finely tuned so
that we can knock off papers at high speed and still
have a degree of polish to them. What gives meaning
to this program? Essentially that the field of speech
communication is broad, is flexible, allows for diver-
sity, expects creativity and demands a sense of re-
sponsibility. This routine is not so regimented that
you cannot feel free to respond with your own indi-
viduality to certain situations.
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Also, since the times you socialize are few,
I feel that the people you associate with are a
valuable part of your program. As an M.A. candi-
date I was part of a smaller program whereby the
people found time for me. Consequently, I spent
hours learning in an informal style -- from comments
in regards to previous classes or responses to arti-
cles or hallway discussions. There are two keynotes
of the faculty at the university I attended: will-
ingness and accessibility. I understand however,
that this is not the case in much larger programs.
For those of you who are not in the position of be!.p..;

part of a smaller group, I would try to make the mc3t
of whatever assistantship you were given, if any. If
that doesn't work delve into your course material.
If you still feel stale after serious introspecticwi
and a talk or two to a professional advisor, I would
suggest perhaps another endeavor that would be more
palatable to your tastes. But the cold hard fact of
graduate school is that it is a game. You need to
know the rules and be willing to play. Ofteemeaing
must come from yourself.

Elissa De Barone is a graduate student in the
Department of Speech Communication, University of Ca.
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